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To meet arts and wider community need for dance development and 

participation by:

• providing accessible and inclusive dance programs to the 

community, in particular to youth, indigenous, refugee and disability 

sectors of the ACT and surrounding areas;

• harnessing the power of dance as a tool for

self-confidence and physical and mental wellbeing;

• supporting professional dance artists through career pathway 

navigation, professional development opportunities and paid 

employment and engagements;

• nurturing a supportive, adaptive and collaborative local dance 

community; and

• increasing the reach and positive impact of Ausdance ACT in the 

ACT arts landscape and wider community

2020 MISSION & VISION
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DIRECTOR & PRESIDENT’S 
REPORT
OVERVIEW

2020 will be long-remembered as the year that the Covid19 world pandemic 
began. The impact on the arts sector around Australia has been significant. 
Venues closed; classes, rehearsals, performances and events were postponed 
or delayed indefinitely; income expectations were massively diminished; the 
usual ways of conducting an arts practice and business seemingly were made 
impossible. In the ACT the arts have been better supported to weather these 
incredible impacts, than have many other arts sectors in Australia (and the 
world).  

Ausdance ACT entered 2020 with a clear program plan and ‘To Do list’ and 
in a sound financial position, with 2 years of artsACT program funding to end 
2021. The first program for 2020 – Escalate V - was due to commence in late 
January. In addition we had an immediate task of replacing long-term staff who 
had moved on at the end of 2019. We started by appointing a new part-time 
administrator (Natsuko Yonezawa) to work in the office with Board volunteers 
and began the process of finding an affordable part time arts manager. In the 
meantime we ensured that programs that needed immediate professional 
attention were looked after (an auspice, thanks to Ainslie+Gorman Arts 
Centres) or re-scheduled (Open Class). 

Covid-19 health measures from mid-March of course had an immediate 
impact on all our plans. From then, Ausdance ACT operated in an ever-
changing public health landscape (mainly, in the ACT, in the direction of 
greater ‘opening’, fortunately). This was all very challenging, but also provided 
opportunity – as many other arts organisations and artists have found.

Due to the pandemic, 2020 will also be long-remembered as the year in which 
Ausdance ACT became better connected with the full breadth of dance in 
the Canberra area and with the arts and cultural sector as a whole (i.e., the 
landscape in which Ausdance ACT sits); and found different ways of working, 
relating and learning.
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In 2020 Ausdance ACT – 

• Engaged a paid office team, led by Dr Cathy Adamek - our first full-time 
paid Director since 2015 - thanks to support from the ACT Government 
through artsACT’s COVID-19 Organisational Emergency Support Funding 
and our own prudent financial management in a tough year.

• Decided to hold our funds until after the Commonwealth’s Covid 
economic support Jobkeeper and Jobseeker programs were scheduled 
to end or decline – that is, till after end September 2020. We were also 
aware that some independents were being supported directly by the ACT 
Government through artsACT’s  Homefront funding, developed to support 
individual artists in response to the impact of COVID-19 on the arts sector, 
with funding of up to $10,000 per artist to the successful recipients.

• Responded to the Covid-19 public health controls by providing some 
of our programs online, by adapting others to support the local dance 
community and by delaying others to 2021. As well as connecting ACT 
dance community to public health responses to the changing Covid-19 
environment and to the wider arts community.

• Ended the year with renewed creative and strategic energy and drive, 
and with sound finances and governance.

Ausdance ACT Meets and Beats Industry Networking Event, pictured Ausdance ACT President Lauren 
Honcope, artsACT Arts Programs Director Robert Piani and Ausdance ACT Director Cathy Adamek
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PROGRAMS

From mid-March it became clear that Escalate V, which had been running 
since January, would need to adapt to the public health directions – and it 
did. Program Manager Elle Morris and Mentor and Producer Debora Di 
Centa led other mentors, the young and outstanding mentees and other 
creatives to deliver a wonderful program, culminating in a dance film of 
three new dance-film works (Chaos, County Wicklow and More than 
Standing) made by the mentees with the Ausdance ACT team, screened on 
our website over a short season in June 2020.

The next major program - International Dance Day (IDD) (29 April) and 
Ausdance ACT’s Australian Dance Week (ADW) following on – were also 
delivered online with very different content from the previously imagined 
IDD launch and ADW. IDD and ADW were inspiring and memorable and 
made a real difference to many dancers. We wish to especially record here 
thanks to: - the former Minister for the Arts, Gordon Ramsay, for video 
recording the program launch from his home; the Board, especially Vice 
President Kym Degenhart and Board Member Emma Laverty, for their 
initiative and dedication in producing Covid-eo; and all the independent 
contemporary dancers connected to Canberra for creating two memorable 
collaborative dance films for IDD (disDance-03 and Message in Motion).

For the Youth Dance Festival program we provided choreographic and 
performance mentoring for dance students in schools and colleges, in 
their locations, as we could not produce the planned Dance Fest Canberra 
Theatre season. 

We ‘re-purposed’ some of our professional program moneys to support 
professional and emerging dancers, through Canberra Dance Theatre’s In 
the Spirit - a beautiful new outdoor community dance work, made with 
original commissioned music for the Contour 556 Festival - and through 
the Covid-19 Small Grants Fund. Whilst we were unable to deliver our 
Connexions Indigenous Program, we did mark Reconciliation Week 2020 
online, with a video made by Board Member Emma Laverty.

For more about how Ausdance ACT managed the organisation’s response to 
Covid-19 – go to Programs in this report.

DIRECTOR & PRESIDENT’S 
REPORT CONT...
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INCREASED NEED FOR SECTOR SERVICES

As the only ACT-focused dance organisation with strong 
connections with all parts of the grant-funded and private dance 
sector, Ausdance ACT played a valuable role in connecting public 
health and arts policy makers to the sector and the sector to 
changing Covid-19 public health directions, economic responses 
to the pandemic and arts policy and program responses.

The broad private and publicly funded/not for profit dance sector of the 
Canberra district expected Ausdance ACT to know, understand and 
regularly communicate Covid-19 lockdown/stay home public health 
directions from 23 March and Covid-safe ‘opening up’ stages from 8 May. 
Thanks to artsACT, there were very regular opportunities to communicate 
questions or concerns with government and across all grant-funded arts 
organisations. Thanks to the Canberra Artists Action Group there were 
very regular meetings of independent artists and other participants. 
Ausdance ACT was represented by the President at these regular forums.

In summary – Covid-19 meant that work greatly increased at 
executive director level (ongoing risk assessments, stakeholder 
consultations, strategic analysis and management) and, until 
the Director was recruited, was carried out by the Board.

DIRECTOR & PRESIDENT’S 
REPORT CONT...

COVID-EO Community 
Dance, Photo Laverty, Rix 
and Buchanan families
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DIRECTOR & PRESIDENT’S 
REPORT CONT...
MONEY

Covid-19 meant that our 2020 earned (non-grant) income was much 
lower than budgeted for the year. This was mainly because we were 
not able to run Youth Dance Festival ‘as normal’ from term 2 through 
to the planned season at the Canberra Theatre in September. It 
was also because other earned income opportunities disappeared. 
These cuts to planned income exceeded savings in costs. We had 
the benefit of a rent holiday negotiated with government (thank you 
Ainslie+Gorman Arts Centres) but did not qualify for the Federal 
Government’s JobKeeper. We did receive the ATO’s cashflow boost 
(thank you Book-keeper Chris Dragisic of Yuin Business Services).

Without the Board’s successful application for COVID-19 
Organisational Emergency Support Funding, Ausdance ACT 
would have ended 2020 with a significant deficit (see the 
Treasurer’s Report). A special thanks for work on the submission 
for this emergency funding is due to Treasurer Josh Duke.
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DIRECTOR & PRESIDENT’S 
REPORT CONT...
GOVERNANCE

Despite the challenges Ausdance ACT’s Board continued to meet 
regularly throughout 2020, including by Zoom from the April 
meeting. We also held our AGM by Zoom. During 2020 the 5 ‘A’s 
of accountability for 2019 were all carried out as required – Audit, 
Annual Report, Acquittal to artsACT, the AGM and report to the 
Australian Charities and Not-for-profit Commission. At the AGM Susan 
Johnson decided to not stand; Lisa Clark and Jennifer Body joined the 
Board. We thank them for their commitment to Ausdance ACT.

Ausdance ACT is extremely grateful for the ACT Government’s COVID-19 
Organisational Emergency Support Funding, provided through artsACT 
in a very efficient application and assessment process, in May-June 
2020. This funding gave Ausdance ACT a real morale boost as well as 
necessary money! The grant demonstrated that the organisation is highly 
valued as a key element of the diverse and wonderful dance sector of 
the Canberra region. The funding enabled Ausdance ACT to carry out 
a recruitment campaign at a time when highly skilled and experienced 
dance leaders were available for full-time work. The campaign was 
successful and new Director Dr Cathy Adamek commenced part time, 
remotely, in early September and full time in our office in mid-October.

Cathy hit the ground running, and immediately had an impact on 
programs, operations and networking. Cathy prepared and submitted 
the 2021 program funding revised program and budget – which was 
accepted, giving welcome certainty into 2021. Cathy managed the 
Small Grants program and the partnership with Canberra Dance 
Theatre for In the Spirit. The dance mentoring in-schools element 
of Youth Dance Festival also ran very successfully through to the 
end of 2020 term 4, through the engagement of Debora di Centa.

Cathy ensured that stakeholder communications became 
much more structured, frequent and professional, through the 
work of Emma Dykes supported by Natsuko Yonezawa.
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Cathy initiated two Ausdance ACT professional sector networking 
events in 2020 – one (‘Meets and Beats’) for independent freelancers 
and the small-company professional dancers, and another for all of the 
ACT based nominees for the online streamed Australian Dance Awards, 
produced by Ausdance National and hosted by Ausdance ACT. Both were 
held at Gorman Arts Centre and were well attended and appreciated.

Cathy co-produced a Zoom-based interview program as part of a 
disabled arts series Access Arts hosted with Alstonville Dance Studio, 
with Ausdance NSW. She interviewed two artists (Matt Shilcock and 
Josh Twee) about a short film ‘My Same Your Difference’ that they 
made for Dance.Focus – a collaboration commissioned in SA. This 
online forum and conversation springboards from previous, ‘in the 
physical room’, iterations of Ausdance ACT’s Packed Lunch program.
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THANK YOU!

There are so many people to thank for their hard work and support for 
Ausdance ACT during 2020. 

Thanks to Natsuko Yonezawa working part-time in the office with us from 
late February 2020, with the President right through lockdown and the rest 
of 2020. It was such a pleasure and so productive!

Thank you, Jamie Winbank for stepping in at short notice to lead the 
January 2020 Escalate V dance mentoring intensive.  

Thanks to Emma Dykes for brilliant marketing/communications 
expertise and Debora Di Centa for creative and dedicated program work, 
demonstrating wonderful resilience and optimism.  

Thank you, Canberra Dance Theatre for partnering with us so there was 
financial support for professional artists and community dancers in the 
project In the Spirit. 

Board members went above and beyond, providing ideas, direction and 
production until we again had a creative and management team. Thanks 
particularly to: Vice President Kym Degenhart (especially for Australian 
Dance Week, ‘Covid-eo’ program); Secretary Elle Morris (especially for 
managing Escalate V, as well as last year’s AGM work and other governance 
tasks); Treasurer Josh Duke (see above!); Board member Emma Laverty 
(particularly for Australian Dance Week marketing and for Reconciliation 
Week); Board member Cheryl Diggins for co-assessment of Small Grants 
applications; and Board members Cheryl Diggins and Jennifer Body for 
being the board’s minute-takers. 

A very special thank you to the very skilled and wise Susan Johnson, 
Canberra College Dance teacher and a much-valued Board member of 
Ausdance ACT from 2017, who decided to not stand again for Board 
membership.

DIRECTOR & PRESIDENT’S 
REPORT CONT...
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We do want to also express appreciation to members of the local arts press 
who have covered and reported on the work of Ausdance ACT in 2020 
several times. Thank you!

Ausdance ACT could not continue without the support of the ACT 
Government through artsACT and the wonderful people at Gorman Arts 
Centre – thank you!

Dr. Cathy Adamek 
Director, Ausdance ACT

Lauren Honcope
President, Ausdance ACT

Canberra Dance Theatre In the Spirit, Photo Art Atelier
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TREASURER’S REPORT
It is my pleasure to present the Treasurer’s Report for the year ended 
December 31 2020. I am grateful to be in position to report that Ausdance 
ACT remains in robust financial health reporting a $20,675 operating 
surplus. This was made possible by the incredible support from the ACT 
Government through artsACT, rental relief from Gorman Arts Centre, 
reduced accounting fees from Yuin Business Services Pty Ltd and the 
broader Australian Federal Government.

Following a strong financial result in 2019, Ausdance ACT was on track to 
deliver a number of programs on a bigger scale with a greater impact on the 
community than in its recent history. As part of the measures to combat the 
COVID-19 pandemic, the arts sector in Australia was brought to a grinding 
halt and ceased its operations for the lion’s share of 2020. As a result, these 
programs were unable to proceed as planned. In the absence of the planned 
programs, I am proud that through an unprecedented year, Ausdance ACT, 
with the support of artsACT, was able to support the sector through: 

• Our Small Grant Program ($2,200);
• Online versions of our programs which included Escalate V dance 
mentoring and dance film, and Australian Dance Week ($25,331);
• Collaboration with the Canberra Dance Theatre on the delivery of In the 
Spirit ($4,800);  
• Providing professional dancers to mentor students at Youth Dance 
Festival schools in terms 3 and 4 ($4,122); and
• Once restrictions permitted, welcoming our community of dance 
professionals to catered networking events ($1,044).

In September 2020, Ausdance ACT also welcomed Dr Cathy Adamek to 
the team as our Director, which was made possible through additional 
COVID-19 emergency support from artsACT which will be realised in the 
2021 calendar year.

Despite the trials and tribulations of 2020, Ausdance ACT enters 2021 in a 
financial position that will enable the organisation to navigate a continually 
changing landscape and deliver on its programs well into the future. I 
would like to acknowledge the ongoing financial support provided by 
artsACT which is so important to the financial viability of Ausdance ACT as 
it directly impacts our ability to provide dance programs to the community 
within the ACT and surrounds. I would like to thank Ausdance’s staff, 
volunteers, members and board for continuing to deliver exemplary high 
quality, accessible and inclusive dance programs for our community.
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I would also like to take this opportunity to thank Lauren Honcope for her 
significant contribution to Ausdance ACT, particularly for her leadership 
as our President over the last 10 years, and for navigating the organisation 
through a very difficult 2020. As we approach 2021, Ausdance ACT is well 
poised to drive market opportunities for the arts sector and to continue to 
positively impact the people that make the Canberra community the special 
place that it is.

Joshua Duke
Treasurer, Ausdance ACT

Escalate V artist Holly Fleming, Photo Art Atelier
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PARTNERSHIPS & 
KEY RELATIONSHIPS
Ausdance ACT’s single most important financial partner/
supporter in 2020 was the ACT Government, through artsACT, 
which provided the 2020-21 Program Organisation Grant and 
the COVID-19 Organisational Emergency Support Funding.

artsACT also made it possible for Arts Capital Limited/Ainslie+Gorman 
Arts Centres management, to provide a rent holiday during 2020.

The staff and Board of Arts Capital Limited/Ainslie+Gorman Arts 
Centres and other Gorman residents were particularly valued supports 
for Ausdance ACT during this challenging year, proving the merit 
of arts centres as key elements of arts infrastructure in the ACT.

By program, our partners and key relationships –

Escalate V
artsACT, Ainslie + Gorman Arts Centres, 
Art Atelier Photography, Patorama Studios, Ari Rex Photography.

International Dance Day and Australian Dance Week
Gordon Ramsay, former Arts Minister; Helen Musa of Canberra City 
News; Shekiralea Healy*, Craig Dear of Sidestage Production Services.

YDF 2020 for Covid times – Dance Mentoring in Schools 
Participating schools – Black Mountain School; Harrison School; Melba 
Copland Senior Secondary School; Lanyon High School; Melrose High 
School; Caroline Chisholm School; Lake Tuggeranong College; UCSSC 
Lake Ginninderra College; St Francis Xavier School; St Clare’s College.

In the Spirit
Through our partner Canberra Dance Theatre – 
Jacqui Simmonds*, Philip Piggin*, Contour 556 Festival, 
Fiona Hooton, Composer Teresa Wojcik, Art Atelier Photography.
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BOARD OF MANAGEMENT

LAUREN HONCOPE
PRESIDENT

KYM DEGENHART*

VICE PRESIDENT

ELLE MORRIS*

SECRETARY

JOSHUA DUKE

TREASURER

CHERYL DIGGINS

BOARD MEMBER

SUSAN JOHNSON*

BOARD MEMBER (TIL 25 JUNE 2020)

EMMA LAVERTY*

BOARD MEMBER

JENNIFER BODY

BOARD MEMBER (FROM 25 JUNE 2020)

LISA CLARK*

BOARD MEMBER (FROM 25 JUNE 2020)

NOTE – ‘*’ means the person is a professional dance 
practitioner.

CORE STAFF

DR. CATHY ADAMEK*
DIRECTOR (FROM SEPTEMBER 2020)

EMMA DYKES
MARKETING & COMMUNICATION MANAGER (FROM 
OCTOBER 2020)

NATSUKO YONEZAWA*
ADMINISTRATOR (FROM FEBRUARY 2020)

DEBORA DI CENTA*
PROGRAMS ESCALATE V & YDF 2020 DANCE 
MENTORING IN SCHOOLS

CHRIS DRAGISIC OF YUIN SERVICES 
PTY LTD
BOOKKEEPING

Board members who provided office, business and 
program administration on a volunteer basis.

NOTE – ‘*’ means the person is a professional dance 
practitioner.
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PROGRAMS

1. ESCALATE – YOUTH MENTORING PROGRAM (JAN - JUNE)

Escalate is a career pathways mentoring program for budding dance artists 
between the ages of 16-26. The program commences with an intensive at 
Ainslie +Gorman Arts Centre’s The Ralph Wilson Theatre in late January 
and continues over several months, taking mentees through the entire 
process of creating a dance piece and preparing it for live performance.

Due to the challenges posed by the COVID-19 pandemic, the entire Escalate 
team quickly switched their focus to creating a video production instead 
of a live performance. Through Escalate V, the mentees created 3 original 
dance works for film: Chaos, County Wicklow and More than Standing.

Clever video editing and green screen technology were 
used to replicate the appearance of many dancers on the 
screen at once. The end result was quite spectacular!

Canberra City News story by Helen Musa 
Young dancers escalate to the next level | Canberra CityNews

MANAGER, PRODUCER, MENTORS, TUTORS & FILM MAKERS - 

Elle Morris* - Program Manager
Debora Di Centa* - Co-producer and Mentor
Jamie Winbank* - January Intensive leader and mentor 
Jake Kuzma* - Mentor 
Caroline Wall* - Mentor
Jake Silvestro* – January Intensive Tutor – 1 day workshop
Alana Stenning* - January Intensive Tutor
Natsuko Yonezawa* – maker, promotional video
Andrew Sikorski, Art Atelier - photographer 
Ari Rex - photographer 
Pat Lindley – Patorama Studios – film maker 

MENTEES -

Neave Darmody; Holly Fleming and her dancer 
Eleanor Pausina; Nicholas Jachno*

2020 artsACT - funded PROGRAMS with participating artists and arts businesses 

https://citynews.com.au/2020/young-dancers-escalate-to-the-next-level/
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2. PROFESSIONAL DANCERS SUPPORT PROGRAM

• PAID – Professional Artists in Development

Escalate V – one of our senior Escalate V mentees, Nicholas Jachno*, was 
paid from PAID funds to participate in the program and create a dance 
work for film, called Chaos.

Small Grants Fund (October – December 2020) – The Ausdance ACT 
Covid-19 Small Grants Fund was a limited fund established to provide 
modest but useful one-off financial assistance to local – emerging and 
established - dancers experiencing negative impacts on their dance 
activities as a result of the Covid-19 pandemic. The timing of the opening of 
the SGF was the date of decreasing Commonwealth Government financial 
support for individuals after September 2020. 

Escalate V artist Nicholas Jachno, Photo Ari Rex

Escalate V artist Holly Fleming, Photo Art Atelier
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Three grants were made in 2020, approved by panel, Lauren Honcope, 
Cheryl Diggins and Cathy Adamek: -

The first recipient was Jake Silvestro* for his creative development of 
December, Jake’s first solo show, at The Ralph Wilson Theatre at Gorman 
Arts Centre. Jake had lost all his 2020 bookings in Europe. Combining 
visual art and circus, December presents a fictional future that is fast 
becoming our realistic present. Exploring themes of loss and isolation, 
and the consequences of Australia’s bushfires, Silvestro looks for hope 
amid a scene of ash and rubble. Speaking to the resilience of a country hit 
hard during the ongoing climate crisis, this enthralling new work prompts 
reflection on our actions and aspirations for an uncertain future. The grant 
assisted Jake to meet the costs of the development of December. The grant 
helped him to pay for materials, studio access and wages of contributing 
artists to get December to a tour-ready stage.

Liz Lea* for I-Dance Film Festival - a mini film festival showcasing 
excellence in dance films curated and created by artists with disability 
across the ACT, Australia and the world. Funds assisted Liz with her own 
fee and time spent ensuring there was captioning on all the films and 
the discussions. Liz had lost all her commitments for 2020 in the United 
Kingdom and United Arab Emirates, and therefore her planned income 
from those commitments. Her grant projects and performances were 
postponed and teaching cancelled, also removing planned income. 

(Isa)Belle Bromberg Wills* from Passion & Purpose Academy (PNP), 
to support loss of income and opportunities as a teacher. Belle is a young 
dance teacher and manager of PNP’s junior crew. In 2020, there was a 
period of months during the peak of COVID-19 in Canberra where she 
was not teaching at all, due to public health restrictions. She lost weeks 
and weeks of income, earning $0 as a teacher; her teaching income had 
supported her costs with local and traveling events. She had not received 
JobKeeper, JobSeeker or grant income. The grant was to pay for mandatory 
term fees to train at PNP, for registration + costumes at competitions 
and performance, and for workshops to further develop her dance skills, 
therefore deepening her range and knowledge as a dance teacher. 
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IN THE SPIRIT

In the Spirit (September – October 2020) – contribution to Canberra Dance 
Theatre’s new community dance work created by professional dancers 
with an original score commissioned for the work, so that they could be 
paid and so that community dancers could have free access to the project.

In the Spirit was produced by Canberra Dance Theatre as a
co-commission with Ausdance ACT and Contour 556 Festival. It 
featured 16 members of CDT’s GOLD and REVEL performance 
groups and was directed by Jacqui Simmonds* and Philip Piggin*.

Ausdance ACT provided funds to enable the dancers to participate 
in the work, for the commission of the original score by emerging 
composer Teresa Wojcik and to pay the choreographers for their work.

In the Spirit was inspired by the life of Marion Mahony Griffin 
and her contribution to the design of Canberra – her irrepressible 
nature and indomitable spirit. The work explores themes of 
relationships: between nature and the built environment; 
between the woman and her more famous husband; between 
ideals for a better world sacrificed in grabs for power.

In the Spirit was performed on and around Fiona Hooton’s 
sculpture, Ziggurat, a straw bale construction located on 
the shore of Lake Burley Griffin, as part of the Contour 
556 2020 Festival, Canberra’s Public Art Biennial.

An excerpt of In the Spirit was performed at the National Museum 
of Australia’s iDay Celebrations, which was live-streamed.

Canberra Dance Theatre In the Spirit, Photos by Art Atelier
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PROFESSIONAL/OPEN CLASSES

As private and not-for-profit providers established (often free) on-line 
classes and then emerged from lock-down to earn income through 
re-established in-room classes, Ausdance ACT re-scheduled Open Classes 
to 2021.

GRANT SUPPORT SERVICES

In light of staffing levels, the one auspice agreed in 2019 for 2020 (with 
House of Sand/Eliza Sanders for That Was Friday), was transferred to 
Ainslie+Gorman Arts Centres (A+G) management, to administer.

During Covid-19 lockdown and later, high quality all-arts/artists grant 
support services were provided online by A+G – in group seminars and in 
one-to-one personal services.

PACKED LUNCHES

Funding was re-directed to host face to face dance sector networking 
events in October-December 2020, as Covid19 recovery permitted.

INDUSTRY NETWORKING

Our Meets and Beats Networking Event for local independent dance 
artists and dance professionals in the small-medium sector, and other 
artists, was held in mid-November, in Gorman Arts Centre’s courtyard. 
Ausdance ACT provided bar and DJ - local DJ Nigel Gentry to play vinyl 
records - and guests brought a plate. The event was to celebrate getting 
through a challenging period, to catch up in a relaxed environment and look 
forward to a busy, if different, future.
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AUSTRALIAN DANCE AWARDS WATCH PARTY

Australian Dance Awards Watch Party – This was a very successful 
event for ADAs 2018 & 2019 Nominees and friends, hosted on 8 December 
2020 by Ausdance ACT. It was embraced by the dance community with 
approximately 20 guests. The event was live streamed to Gorman Arts 
Centre. QL2 was awarded 2019 Outstanding Achievement in Youth 
Dance for Filling the Space. The ADAs recognise and honour professional 
Australian dance artists who have made outstanding achievements 
that raise the profile and prestige of dance in Australia. Ausdance ACT 
acknowledges the hard work of Ausdance National and the ADA committee 
for their commitment to the return of the Australian Dance Awards to the 
annual dance calendar. In addition to QL2 as an awardee, the Canberra 
based nominees for 2018 and 2019 were -

• Liz Lea for RED
2018 Award for Outstanding Achievement in Independent Dance

• Mark Dyson for excellence in lighting design
2019 Award for Services to Dance

• High Kix Cabaret for Frou to Fruition, created & choreographed by Kym 
Degenhart in collaboration with the cast
2019 Award for Outstanding Achievement in Commercial Dance, Musicals, Or 
Physical Theatre

• Australian Dance Party for From the Vault
2019 Award for Outstanding Achievement in Independent Dance

Australian Dance Awards Watch 
Party, QL2 Director Ruth Osborne 
and Ausdance National’s Julie Dyson

Australian Dance Awards Watch Party, 
Ausdance ACT Director Dr Cathy 
Adamek and Elizabeth Cameron 
Dalman
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3. INTERNATIONAL DANCE DAY & AUSTRALIAN DANCE WEEK 
(APRIL – MAY 2020)

Ausdance ACT Board produced and marketed the program, which 
was provided online. In addition to the IDD-ADW launch (online) 
by the then Minister for the Arts, Gordon Ramsay, the program 
provided a virtual platform for sharing, celebrating and publicising 
the joy and value of dance. This included two memorable collaborative 
dance videos created by independent dance artists with their own 
resources, especially for International Dance Day (disDance-03 
and Message in Motion, drawing inspiration from the IDD 2020 
message by Gregory Vuyani Maqoma, South African dancer, actor, 
choreographer and dance educator); work by Canberra Dance Theatre; 
and Belconnen Arts Centre’s Dance for Wellbeing program.

Ausdance ACT’s own innovative, collaborative and very engaging element 
of Dance Week was Covid-eo. This participative event commenced 
on 2 May and ran over several days, reaching out to ‘locked down’ 
at-home young dancers to learn and share a new online community 
dance work, Covid-eo. We contracted a local choreographer and 
teacher Shekiralea Healy* to create and teach the work; and local 
online film maker and streaming service Sidestage (Craig Dear) to 
record the ½ hour teaching video for young dancers at home to learn. 
Young dancers learned the dance, adapting with their own ‘take’ on the 
choreography,  then filmed themselves dancing the work in their location 
(fields, patios, loungerooms, garages….) and posted their performance 
to Ausdance ACT. Sidestage then created Covid-eo which was shared 
via the web and social media on 11 May! Thank you to everyone who 
participated in this project and shared their love of dance with us. 

This was a truly heart-warming, relevant and locally focused young artist 
Dance Week program meeting the immediate needs and overcoming 
the seemingly overwhelming challenges of the pandemic lockdown.\

Canberra City News story by Helen Musa 
‘I wanna dance with somebody’ say Canberra 
dancers | Canberra CityNews

https://citynews.com.au/2020/i-wanna-dance-with-somebody-say-canberra-dancers/
https://citynews.com.au/2020/i-wanna-dance-with-somebody-say-canberra-dancers/
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4. CONNEXIONS – INDIGENOUS MENTORING PROGRAM

Connexions was rescheduled to 2021. However Ausdance ACT celebrated 
Reconciliation Week 2020 In this Together, on our social media platforms 
and on our website with dance, images and words, developed at Ngunnawal 
Primary School with Ausdance ACT Board member Emma Laverty. 

The theme of Reconciliation Week 2020 In This Together was 
significantly highlighted by Covid-19 shutdowns. How could we be 
in this together? How do we come together when we are apart? 

A discussion in spoken word and movement on Reconciliation Week was 
facilitated by Emma Laverty* with children from Ngunnawal Primary 
School after they were allowed to open again. The thoughts and ideas of 
these children from preschool up to year two were completely beautiful. 
We thank Ngunnawal Primary School and teacher Erin Salleo for allowing 
Ausdance ACT’s community to share this experience via social media.

5. YOUTH DANCE FESTIVAL (AUGUST TO DECEMBER 2020)

In 2020 Ausdance ACT’s long-standing commitment, to support 
and encourage students to engage in dance, continued. Our plans 
for a September season at the Canberra Theatre were cancelled. 
However, despite Covid, we delivered in-school workshops by local 
professional dance artists during terms 3 and 4. This provided much 
needed income for some local independent professional dancers who 
led choreographic and dance performance mentoring for students, 
many of whom had created work to perform in school venues.

Professional dancers visited high schools and colleges across Canberra 
including Harrison School, Melba Copland Senior Secondary School, 
Melrose High School, St Francis Xavier College, UCSSC Lake 
Ginninderra, Caroline Chisholm School, Lanyon High School, Black 
Mountain School, Lake Tuggeranong College and St Clare’s College.
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PROFESSIONAL DANCE MENTORS & TUTORS - 
Debora Di Centa* (also program co-ordinator); Alana Stenning*; Jake 
Kuzma*; Faith Ajaya*; Chip Lo*; Olivia Fyfe*; Jacqui Simmonds*. Also 
Ausdance ACT’s President Lauren Honcope and Administrator Natsuko 
Yonezawa* visited Black Mountain School to support BMS dancers and staff.

6. LINK-D - DANCE DEVELOPMENT WITH REFUGEE 
COMMUNITY

Suspended in 2020 due to Covid-19 impacts on refugee 
community and support organisations.

Dancers in Schools Program Photos courtesy of Lanyon High & Black Mountain School
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COMMUNICATION & MARKETING

Social media pages (FB, Instagram, Twitter) and marketing returned 
to experienced professional hands with the engagement of Emma 
Dykes to focus only on marketing and communications. This 
involved - database review and restructure (independents, schools, 
studios), media on the Director’s arrival (with the result being a lot 
of interviews and coverage), electronic direct mail Ausdance ACT 
e-news going out regularly, networking events invitations. The 
Director met with local independents and attended their events and 
shows and met with programmers and directors of arts centres. 

Administration IT systems were reviewed; trouble- shooting was 
undertaken with IT contractor. Cloud issues were addressed. Business 
cards were printed. The invoice procedure was streamlined.

MEMBERSHIP

Ausdance ACT is dedicated to the dance sector. Becoming a member of 
Ausdance ACT directly contributes to the future of our dance community. 
Members include independent dance artists, other dance organisations, 
private dance studios, dance teachers and students including high schools 
and colleges. We are passionate about all areas of our sector, whether 
you are an independent dance artist, a cultural group or dance studio. 
Membership rates continue to be set relatively low in order for them to be 
accessible and inclusive. Become a member and see membership benefits at 
www.ausdanceact.org.au/memberships

EMERGING FROM PANDEMIC 
RESTRICTIONS - REVIVAL
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FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
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Ausdance ACT

Gorman Arts Centre 
55 Ainslie Avenue 
Braddon ACT 2612

Phone: 02 6188 4250
act@ausdance.org.au
www.ausdanceact.org.au

Ausdance ACT is supported by the  
ACT Goverment through Create ACT


